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Introduction
1.

My name is David J. Frear. I am Executive Vice President and Chief Financial

Officer of Sirius XM Radio Inc. (“Sirius XM” or the “Company”). I previously provided
testimony during the direct phase of this proceeding.
2.

I offer this rebuttal testimony to address several topics raised during the direct phase

of this proceeding: (a) the representativeness of Sirius XM’s direct licenses with independent
record labels, which licenses are proposed by Sirius XM as the most appropriate benchmark to
set royalty rates in this proceeding; (b) SoundExchange’s proposed revisions to the regulatory
definition of “Gross Revenue”; (c) the Company’s recent price increase and the Music Royalty
Fee; and (d) the portrayal by several SoundExchange experts of the financial prospects of the
company as well as the competitive landscape in which it operates.
I.

SIRIUS XM’S DIRECT LICENSING PROGRAM
3.

Unlike the licenses between the four major record companies and interactive

subscription services such as Microsoft Zune, Napster, Rhapsody, Rdio and MOG (which Dr.

Ordover contends to be the appropriate benchmarks for setting rates for Sirius XM),1 the direct
licenses between Sirius XM and the independent record labels involve the same buyer, same
sellers, and same rights as are conferred by the statutory license at issue in this proceeding. As a
result, they provide the Judges with data that respond directly to the central inquiry in this ratesetting proceeding: the rates that Sirius XM would be expected to pay individual record
companies in the absence of a statutory license. Use of the direct licenses as a benchmark avoids
the complicated adjustments that Dr. Ordover undertakes (or should have undertaken) to account
for the significant differences between the interactive services and Sirius XM. These differences
include the conveyance of very different copyright rights (enabling fully interactive and ondemand usage, not limited by the requirements of Section 114’s statutory license) and vastly
differing cost structures reflecting the far more circumscribed role performed by interactive
services in the delivery of music content to subscribers.
4.

As set forth in more detail in the Written Rebuttal Testimony of Ronald H. Gertz

(“Gertz WRT”), even in the face of SoundExchange’s campaign to discourage record companies
from signing direct licenses, Sirius XM has executed a total of 85 direct licenses today, all with
royalties set between 5 - 7 percent. Notwithstanding SoundExchange’s attempts to denigrate the
direct licenses as outliers that do not inform the value of the statutory license that is in issue here,
these 85 direct licensees are representative of the quality and variety of the sound recordings that
are performed by Sirius XM.
5.

I understand that SoundExchange suggested during the direct-phase hearing that

there is some sort of informational imbalance as between Sirius XM and the independent labels
with which it has reached direct licenses. I disagree. I have personally interacted with the senior

1

See Third Corrected and Amended Testimony of Janusz Ordover at ¶¶ 34-36.
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executives of a number of these licensors, and can attest to the fact that they are highlysophisticated and highly-professional business people who fully understood their options. Rather
than give away copyright rights for a fraction of their true value, as SoundExchange would
suggest, these record companies acted in their profit-maximizing competitive interests. Among
other things, they recognized that by entering into direct licenses with Sirius XM, they gained the
potential for enhanced airplay and greater exposure for their recording artists.
6.

Neither did Sirius XM force a standard set of terms on these licensors. In a number

of instances, illustrated by the direct license agreements with

and

, among others, negotiations resulted in affording licensors provisions that were not
included in Sirius XM’s initial proposal, including considerable advances and heightened
confidentiality protections.
7.

In response to Judge Roberts’s request that the Company furnish information about

the number of top record labels with which it has signed direct licenses, I instructed Music
Reports, Inc. (“MRI”) to identify the record companies played most frequently on Sirius XM.
Table 1 from Mr. Gertz’s rebuttal testimony shows that Sirius XM has direct licenses with seven
of the top 20-performed labels.
8.

As Mr. Gertz also affirms, about 5.8% of the total plays on Sirius XM’s satellite

radio service in April 2012 were directly licensed. There are two main types of directly-licensed
plays: approximately 4.45% of the plays were licensed through the direct licenses discussed
above, while the other 1.35% of the plays were covered by (a) waivers from recording artists for
live performances (most of which take place at the Sirius XM studios) and subsequent replays of
those performances; and (b) direct licenses between Sirius XM and content providers on artist- or
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their distribution ties to the majors, see Gertz WRT at ¶ 9, or their close association to
SoundExchange. For example, the top 20 labels include Concord Music Group (the former
employer of Jonathan Bender, SoundExchange’s COO) and Beggars Group (home of Simon
Wheeler, who testified on behalf of SoundExchange in Webcasting II).
12. The Company is engaged in the significant process of making available to Sirius
XM programmers the extensive data reflecting which artists’ sound recordings are covered by a
direct licensing relationship with the Company. Over time, this effort will enable the Company
to take fuller advantage of these direct licenses by increasing its performances of directlylicensed sound recordings – consistent with maintaining our programming quality standards.
13. In response to a question raised by Judge Roberts, I can state unequivocally that
Sirius XM is fully committed to the direct licensing program and plans to continue to negotiate
with record labels for direct licenses regardless of the outcome of this proceeding (unless the
Judges were to adopt a revenue definition of the type proposed by SoundExchange that does not
allow Sirius XM to deduct payments for directly-licensed performances from the statutory
royalty payments payable to SoundExchange). Sirius XM anticipates that it will incur
approximately

of expenses for calendar year 2012 to pursue its direct licensing

program, and we plan to budget approximately
II.

of expenses for calendar year 2013.

SOUNDEXCHANGE SEEKS A HIDDEN RATE INCREASE VIA A CHANGE IN
THE DEFINITION OF “GROSS REVENUE” THAT WOULD SWEEP IN
HUNDREDS OF MILLIONS OF DOLLARS OF SIRIUS XM REVENUE
UNRELATED TO THE STATUTORY LICENSE
14. In Satellite I, the Judges recognized that “[i]n order to properly implement a

revenue-based metric, a definition of revenue that properly relates the fee to the value of the

5

rights being provided is required.”3 Accordingly, the Judges designed regulations which
recognized that certain performances of sound recordings – such as those that are directly
licensed or in the public domain – are not compensable under the statutory license and therefore
should be excluded. The regulations thus define “Gross Revenue” through a variety of
exclusions in order to “more clearly delineate the revenues related to the value of the sound
recording performance rights at issue.”4
15. SoundExchange seeks to undermine this carefully tailored approach to reportable
revenues, and would replace it instead with what would amount to a tax on virtually all of Sirius
XM’s U.S. revenues from its operations.5
16. The supposed rationale for SoundExchange’s proposed revisions, according to
SoundExchange COO Jonathan Bender, is (i) to simplify administration of the license, and (ii) to
eliminate the opportunity for Sirius XM to “manipulate” and “obfuscate” its revenue reporting.6
However, SoundExchange has provided no evidence that the current definition has proved
unworkable in practice (and Mr. Bender admitted on the witness stand that he was not aware of
any specific evidence).7 Nor has SoundExchange explained why it cannot compute revenues
using the definition that has been in place for six years and resolve any potential issues or
questions through the routine audits provided for under the regulations. What is more, despite

3

See Determination of Rates and Terms for Preexisting Subscription Services and Satellite
Digital Audio Radio Services, Docket No. 2006-1 CRB DSTRA (“Satellite I”), Fed. Reg. Vol.
73, No. 16 p. 4087 (Jan. 24, 2008).
4

Id.

5

See Direct Written Testimony of Jonathan Bender (“Bender WDT”), page 16 (SoundExchange
proposal designed to “approximat[e] Sirius XM’s total revenues from the operation of an
SDARS in the U.S.”).
6

Id.

7

See Direct Phase Hearing Transcript (“Hearing Tr.”) at 2501-04.
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the many insinuations contained in his testimony, Mr. Bender concededly presented no evidence
of any improper practices by Sirius XM warranting the sweeping changes SoundExchange
proposes.8
17. Adopting the revenue definition proposed by SoundExchange would instead
accomplish a number of wholly inappropriate outcomes, including: (i) without any
accompanying increase in the royalty rate, generate more than a 30% increase in fees payable by
Sirius XM in comparison to the fees payable under the current revenue definition, (ii) create
copyright royalty payment obligations with respect to separately-priced sports, talk and other
programming that make only incidental use of sound recordings, (iii) undermine Sirius XM’s
direct license program, and (iv) entitle record companies to royalties for performances of sound
recordings in the public domain.
18. The premise of Mr. Bender’s testimony appears to be that Sirius XM currently is
obligated to make payments to SoundExchange based on virtually all of its revenues from
whatever source, but has failed to do so. Mr. Bender makes much of the fact that Sirius XM’s
revenue, as reported to SoundExchange, is less than its enterprise-wide revenue as reported in its
public filings.9 But the total revenue reported in Sirius XM’s Annual Report on Form 10-K
includes significant revenue for programming and services that is unrelated to the statutory
license and is therefore properly excluded from the base revenues to which the statutory royalty
rate is applied. Examples include: revenue earned from the sale of radios and hardware
accessories; revenue earned from business establishment services and internet webcasting;
advertising revenue from non-music stations; Canadian revenue; and – most importantly –

8

Id.

9

See Bender WDT pp. 5-6.
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revenue from performances that are directly licensed or not subject to federal copyright.
SoundExchange’s contention that excluding such revenue somehow evidences an overstatement
of deductions misapprehends the Judges’ rulings in Satellite I and the underlying logic of the
current regulations, which the Company’s reports and payments to SoundExchange have
faithfully implemented.
19. The definitional changes proposed by SoundExchange – basically eliminating Sirius
XM’s ability to exclude much of the revenue described above – would have swept in some $700
million a year (at 2011 levels) in unrelated revenue and nearly $54 million in additional royalties
based on revenues having nothing to do with music. In other words, under the guise of
“simplifying” reporting, SoundExchange seeks to award itself a rate increase of more than 30%.
Were SoundExchange’s proposed revenue definition to be adopted, I estimate that
SoundExchange would garner over $300 million in undeserved royalties above and beyond
those to which it legitimately would be entitled over the five-year license period in issue,
assuming 2012 royalty fee levels. SoundExchange provides no principled rationale for this fee
windfall, and a review of the specifics of SoundExchange’s proposal only underscores its
impropriety.
A.

Revenue for Separately Priced Sports, Talk and Entertainment Channels

20. SoundExchange proposes eliminating sub-clause 3(vi)(B) of 37 C.F.R. 382.11,
which excludes revenues recognized by Sirius XM for “channels, programming, products and/or
other services offered for a separate charge where such channels use only incidental
performances of sound recordings.” The principal result of this change would be to sweep in
revenue from Sirius XM’s separately priced “Premier” packages, which provide access to
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marquee non-music programming such as Howard Stern and NFL games, as well as from
“News, Sports & Talk” packages, which have no music channels.
21. SoundExchange’s proposed change represents an unwarranted attempt to take a cut
of separately charged subscription revenue earned for programming having no relation to
statutorily licensed performances of sound recordings – a result directly at odds with the Judges’
Satellite I ruling, which explicitly entitled Sirius XM to price such channels separately in order
that such revenue would not come into the SoundExchange revenue pool.10 Sirius XM’s revenue
from this category in 2012 is budgeted at

; at the current 8% rate, including this

revenue in the base would generate an additional

per year in royalty obligations to

SoundExchange and its members. There is no rationale whatsoever for such a payout.
B.

Performances of Sound Recordings Separately Licensed under a Direct License
or Exempt from a License Requirement

22. SoundExchange also proposes changing sub-clause 3(vi)(D) to eliminate the current
exclusion of revenue recognized from “[c]hannels, programming, products and/or other services
for which the performance of sound recordings and/or the making of ephemeral recordings is
exempt from any license requirement or is separately licensed.” The only exception
SoundExchange proposes to allow is for revenue earned where the separately licensed service is
“priced separately from Licensee’s SDARS, and offered at the same price both to subscribers to
Licensee’s SDARS and persons who are not subscribers to Licensee’s SDARS.”
23. The impact of this change would be to allow SoundExchange to collect royalties for
performances that are not subject to the SDARS statutory license either because Sirius XM has
directly licensed them from the copyright holder, or because they are not protected by federal
copyright and thus not covered by the Section 114 statutory license (chiefly sound recordings
10

See Satellite I, Fed. Reg. Vol. 73, No. 16 p. 4087.
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fixed prior to February 15, 1972). In 2011,

of Sirius XM performances fell into one of

these non-covered categories, and Sirius XM reduced its reportable subscription revenue (less
bad debt expenses and transaction fees) by the same percentage – resulting in a deduction of
in royalties) for the year.11 The

in revenue (and a savings of

deleterious effect this change would have on Sirius XM’s ongoing direct licensing activities is
evident. Absent such a deduction, Sirius XM would be forced to double-pay for the directlylicensed performances: once directly to the copyright owner (via the direct license), and again to
SoundExchange under the statutory license (where revenue allocable to such performances
would be included in the revenue base). As Mr. Bender conceded, this would create a major
disincentive to direct licensing.12 Every new license Sirius XM signs only increases the amount
of double-payment injury the Company stands to suffer under SoundExchange’s proposed
definition of revenue.
24. As set forth above, under the current regulations, which contain no such
disincentive, Sirius XM’s direct licensing program has continued to grow: in April 2012, our
satellite radio performances of directly licensed and public domain (pre-1972) works – works not
licensed (or licensable) via SoundExchange – totaled over
than

of plays, corresponding to more

on an annualized basis).

11

The lost deduction and added royalties would have been even greater under SoundExchange’s
proposed revenue definition because significantly more revenue would be included in the first
instance, prior to the deduction.
12

See Hearing Tr. at 2510. It would also unfairly reward labels that decline to enter into direct
licenses, since they would divide the full, un-reduced pool of Sirius XM royalties over a smaller
number of performances (because the directly licensed performances presumably would be
excluded from SoundExchange distributions).
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D.

Equipment Revenue

27. SoundExchange has also proposed to eliminate the current exclusion of Sirius XM
revenue attributable to equipment sales found in sub-clause (3)(i) and to explicitly include
“[r]evenues attributable to the sale, lease or other distribution of equipment and/or other
technology for use by U.S. subscribers to receive or play the SDARS service, including any
shipping and handling fees therefor.” This change – which would sweep in some
revenue and generate

in

in additional royalties at 2012 levels – also is unjustified.14

28. Sirius XM is unable to separate revenue earned for devices that receive services
other than (or in addition to) satellite radio programming – such as internet webcasting, weather,
and traffic services – meaning that revenue unrelated to the SDARS statutory license would
inevitably be swept in. More fundamentally, there is no reason that SoundExchange should take
a share of revenue even for devices that do receive satellite radio services. SoundExchange does
not take a cut of equipment revenue earned by webcasters or preexisting subscription services.
Moreover, in the interactive services market that SoundExchange itself offers as a benchmark,
where the receiving devices (personal computers, mobile phones, iPads, etc.) are sold separately,
the record companies quite obviously receive no cut of the equipment proceeds. There is no

in 2012 – under the satellite radio statutory license solely because it may be discounted
for satellite radio subscribers.
14

Sirius XM has invested hundreds of millions of dollars in developing its receivers, and
continues to pay significant subsidies to automakers for their pre-installation of radios in new
cars – far more than it can expect to recoup through the relatively small amount it earns from
current equipment sales. Given the tremendous net losses Sirius XM sustains in developing and
distributing its receivers, it would be unfair in the extreme for SoundExchange to be paid a share
of equipment revenue that only partially offsets the vastly greater costs incurred by Sirius XM in
manufacturing and distributing radios – especially when SoundExchange shares fully in the
subscription revenue generated by such investment. Were revenue from equipment sales to be
including in the definition of Gross Revenues, it would only be fair to allow Sirius XM to
exclude the costs of such equipment.
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reason SoundExchange should receive a share of the Company’s equipment revenue simply
because it happens to sell receiving equipment in addition to its SDARS service.
E.

Transaction Fees And Bad Debt Expense

29. SoundExchange also proposes to eliminate the current exclusions for transaction
fees (sub-clause 3(iv)) and bad debt expense (sub-clause 3(v)). Transaction fees relate to
consumers who pay Sirius XM via credit card; although Sirius XM recognizes subscription
revenue for such fees, the credit card companies deduct their fees off the top prior to passing the
revenue to Sirius XM. As a result, the revenue actually collected by Sirius XM is less than what
is initially recognized. Similarly, bad debt expense reflects revenue that was initially booked as
earned but that was not ultimately collected from the customer (and thus is, as a technical
accounting matter, booked as a corresponding expense). SoundExchange proposes that it and its
members should get a cut of revenue that is never actually collected – totaling
(credit card fees) and

(bad debt) in 2012.

30. SoundExchange’s proposed elimination of these exclusions from the revenue
definition is unfair and would result in a windfall. While credit card fees and uncollectible bad
debt differ from other exclusions (each is technically an allowance for an expense paid rather
than an exclusion of revenue earned), these exclusions properly look to ensure that Sirius XM
need only report revenue it actually collects. In this regard, credit card fees and bad debt are
similar to the allowance for a deduction of advertising commissions from advertising revenue,
which SoundExchange’s proposal retains in 1(ii). The exclusion for bad debt is not only
common to revenue-based agreements, but consistent with the definition that applies to New
Subscription Services (37 C.F.R. § 383.2), Preexisting Subscription Services (37 C.F.R. § 382.2),
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and the Sirius XM agreement with SoundExchange for residential cable music service, each of
which requires the inclusion of bad debt only if it is ultimately recovered.
F.

Other User Fees and Taxes Unrelated to Statutorily Licensed Performances

31. This category includes a variety of fees that the Company charges for various
activities related to customer account administration. Activation fees are charged, in certain
cases, when a user activates a subscription, and partially offset the costs of setting up and
administering a new account. Invoice fees are charged if a user opts for a periodic invoice rather
than paying via credit card. Swap fees are charged if a user changes out a radio on her account.
Early termination fees are charged if a user terminates service on a discounted equipment plus
subscription offer prior to the minimum term required by the offer. These fees – projected to
total about

in 2012 – are not included under the current definition of Gross Revenues

either because they do not constitute “subscription revenue” in the first instance, or because the
current definition explicitly excludes “[s]ales and use taxes, shipping and handling, credit card,
invoice and fulfillment service fees” (clause (3)(iv)). These fees are not a profit center for Sirius
XM; rather, they simply enable the Company to recover a portion of its equipment subsidies, call
center and other costs it incurs to initiate subscription revenues.
32. SoundExchange seeks to include in the revenue definition all fees and payments
from Sirius XM subscribers. This unwarranted expansion of the definition would result in
egregious overreaching that would allow SoundExchange to share in revenue that is totally
unrelated to performances under the Section 114 license – Gross Tax Receipts, which just gets
passed through to the appropriate taxing authority. There is no relation between such

14

administrative fees and the performances of music licensed under the statutory license.
SoundExchange has no entitlement to any of the forgoing fees and taxes.15
G.

Reporting of Aggregate Tuning Hours Data

33.

SoundExchange’s Mr. Bender testified that Sirius XM has not reported Aggregate

Tuning Hours (ATH) for its SDARS channels, as required under the regulations.16 What Mr.
Bender did not say is that this practice has been pursuant to a longstanding agreement with
SoundExchange in which Sirius XM has been excused from ATH reporting because the service
is a one-way broadcast. As SoundExchange is well aware, Sirius XM does not know who is
listening to any of its channels at any time, and reporting a number of performances or hours of
listening is technologically impossible. In accordance with this reality, a November 24, 2008
letter agreement between SoundExchange and Sirius XM specifically excluded aggregate tuning
hours per channel from the required SDARS reporting data elements (though the Company was
required to – and does – report ATH for its webcasting services). The November 24, 2008 letter
agreement is attached as SXM Rebuttal Exhibit 1.
34. Subsequent to Mr. Bender’s testimony, in a letter dated June 22, 2012,
SoundExchange informed the Company that it was unilaterally renouncing this prior 2008
agreement in favor of demanding that Sirius XM comply with every reporting requirement to the
letter, including reporting ATH for all its satellite radio channels. This letter is attached hereto as
SXM Rebuttal Exhibit 2. Given that SoundExchange suddenly appears intent on holding the

15

SoundExchange has also proposed a change to § 382.13(d), which would enable it to collect
separate late fees for the payment and for the statement of account. The statement of account
serves no purpose that would justify charging a separate late fee and as the Judges stated in
Satellite I in rejecting a similar request from SoundExchange, such a double fee would be
“onerous.” Satellite I, Fed. Reg. Vol. 73, No. 16 p. 4087 (Jan. 24, 2008).
16

Hearing Tr. at 2506.
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Company to a requirement with which it is physically impossible to comply, Sirius XM will
recommend a change to sub-clause (d)(2)(vii) of 37 C.F.R. 370.4 to make clear that the
requirement of reporting ATH or performances does not apply to SDARS.17
III.

THE MUSIC ROYALTY FEE AND PRICE INCREASE
35. In its direct case, SoundExchange sought to leave the impression that Sirius XM will

be in a position to readily pass along to its customers any rate increase that may be imposed by
the Judges. The principal bases for this argument appear to be the Company’s experience with
the U.S. Music Royalty Fee (“MRF”) instituted in July 2009 and the recent price increase which
Sirius XM began implementing in January 2012. There is no support for the notion that a
significantly increased royalty fee – let alone one of the magnitude of approximately two billion
dollars in estimated incremental fees sought by SoundExchange – simply can be passed on
without increasing subscriber churn and seriously affecting the Company’s profitability or the
long term viability of the business. Our experience to date with the MRF and recent price
increase (which occurred after my direct testimony was submitted) in no way alters that
conclusion.
A.

Implementation of the MRF

36. The merger of Sirius Satellite Radio Inc. and XM Satellite Holdings Inc. required,
among other things, approval from the Federal Communications Commission (“FCC”) because it
would require the companies to transfer their satellite radio licenses to the merged company.
The companies submitted their license transfer application to the FCC on March 20, 2007.

17

It appears plain that the requirement that Sirius XM report ATH is essentially an oversight in
the regulations – the result of a reporting regulation intended to have general applicability to a
range of services, all of which (except Sirius XM) can report ATH data.
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37. The FCC reviewed the proposed merger and, on July 25, 2008, issued an Order (the
“FCC Order”) granting the license application as being in the public interest and permitting the
necessary license transfers by Sirius and XM. In approving the license transfers, the FCC
imposed a number of conditions on the Company, and extracted a series of “voluntary
commitments” that Sirius and XM had offered in discussions with the FCC. Among those
voluntary commitments, the Company agreed not to raise the retail prices of specified satellite
radio programming subscription packages for thirty-six months after the consummation of the
merger. However, Sirius and XM requested – and the FCC granted – an exception that allowed
the merged company to pass along the significant increases in music royalty costs that had been
building since the March 20, 2007 license transfer application.18
38. In accordance with the FCC Order, Sirius XM began to charge subscribers the MRF
on July 29, 2009. The MRF was set at $1.98 for the $12.95 base subscription package for
primary radios and $0.97 for the $8.99 reduced-price subscription for secondary radios. Certain
of Sirius XM’s other subscription packages, including the “Mostly Music” and “Family
Friendly” packages, which had monthly subscription rates lower than $12.95, were charged
MRFs that were calculated at approximately 15.3% of those subscription rates (just as $1.98 is
approximately 15.3% of the $12.95 base subscription rate at the time). In order to prevent a
potential over-recovery of permitted fees, effective December 6, 2010, Sirius XM reduced the
amount of the MRF for primary radios on the base subscription from $1.98 to $1.40.
39. For the period 2007 through the end of 2011, the MRF permitted Sirius XM to
recover approximately 53% of the satellite radio royalties incurred to SoundExchange and other
18

The FCC Order also permitted recovery of certain device recording fees, which relate to fees
paid to certain record companies for devices capable of recording functionality. These device
recording fees were not included in the calculation of the pool of increased royalty expenses that
were recoverable through the MRF, which I describe below.
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PROs; in 2012, the Company expects to recover approximately 85% of the costs incurred in this
category.
40. The Company fully expected to experience subscriber churn as the result of the
implementation of the MRF, and we are certain that the Company did. There is simply no way
to quantify how many subscribers left specifically as the result of the MRF, particularly because
it was implemented during one of the worst economic downturns in United States history and
shortly after new vehicle sales in the U.S. reached thirty-year lows. The Company has made no
decision as to whether, were the Judges to implement a rate increase over the 2013-2017 period,
it would seek to recover all or part of that increase via this MRF mechanism nor has it analyzed
the impact on customer churn were it to attempt to do so.
B.

Sirius XM’s Price Increase

41. After the submission of the direct testimony in this case, Sirius XM implemented its
first post-merger price increase, increasing the base annual subscription price from $12.95 to
$14.49 effective January 1, 2012.19 The increase was first announced in approximately
September 2011, and subscribers were personally notified, as required by law, at varying times
depending on the expiration of their current subscription plans. Notifications began to roll out in
approximately October 2011.
42. To be clear, the Company expects that the price increase will have an impact on
Sirius XM’s self-pay churn levels; however, it is simply too early to tell what that impact will be.
The price increase has now been in effect for certain subscribers for approximately six months,
but because their subscriptions expire at varying points in time, only about a third of the
19

The MRF represents a smaller percentage of the base subscription price after the price increase
(i.e., it is now 9.8% of the subscription price of plans that include musical performances), and is
currently $1.42 on our base $14.49 per month subscriptions and $0.98 for plans that are eligible
for the second radio discount.
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Company’s overall subscriber base has been affected by the increase. That is because certain of
the Company’s subscribers are on a multi-month, annual, or even longer-term subscription plan,
and their prices will not be increased until their current subscriptions expire. It will take
approximately 18 months from the implementation of the price increase – or approximately in
the middle of 2013 – for 85-90% of the Company’s subscriber base to experience the price
increase, and the new pricing structure will not be fully implemented on the entire subscriber
base for some time after that. Thus, it will take at least that long (and likely longer) for the
impact of that price increase to be fully reflected in the Company’s subscriber metrics such as
churn and conversion rates.
43. SoundExchange apparently believes that because the Company has made some
optimistic statements about churn levels in the near future, its subscriber base is somehow
impervious to price increases and will simply continue to pay even if their out-of-pocket
payments increase in the future. SoundExchange misapprehends basic principles of economics
as well as the economics that are specific to the Company’s business. Sirius XM’s satellite radio
service is a luxury, not a necessity – and in the current uncertain economic climate, it simply is
not a foregone conclusion that subscribers will continue to pay for that luxury irrespective of
price. The Company’s annual churn rate approaches 25% of self-paying subscribers. As Mr.
Meyer testified in the direct phase of this proceeding,20 approximately two-thirds of Sirius XM
subscribers churn because they just do not want to pay. In fact, the Company’s churn rate is now
significantly higher than it was as the time of the last proceeding. The increasing availability of
free-to-the-consumer music listening alternatives in the face of rising prices for satellite radio is
ample evidence of the robust competition faced by Sirius XM. It defies reason and logic to

20

Written Direct Testimony of James E. Meyer at ¶ 64; Hearing Tr. at 560-61.
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assert that any further price increases the Company may impose, whether resulting from a rate
increase in this proceeding or otherwise, will have no discernible impact on customer retention.
44. The music labels benefit from the Company’s cautious approach to increasing cost
of service to customers. Increased prices dampen demand for the Company’s service, effectively
shifting listening to free-to-the-consumer competitors. Overwhelmingly, listeners who leave
Sirius XM go to terrestrial radio – which doesn’t pay a performance royalty – or, to a lesser
extent, internet radio competitors who have so far failed to monetize listening to create viable
business plans. Such a shift in listening will reduce total royalties paid to artists and labels.
IV.

TESTIMONY FROM PROFESSORS LYS AND SIDAK REGARDING SIRIUS
XM’S LONG-TERM FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE AND COMPETITIVE
LANDSCAPE SHOULD NOT BE CREDITED
45. SoundExchange’s experts Professors Thomas Lys and Gregory Sidak suggest that

Sirius XM is a recession-proof business. But in reality, Sirius XM is not immune from economic
downturns. Moreover, as David Stowell and I noted in our written direct testimony, the
Company’s long-term performance has, in the past, fallen well short of analysts’ long-term
predictions, as well as those of economic experts in CRB proceedings. Financial forecasting for
the Company beyond a 12- to 18-month period necessarily entails speculation about inherently
unknowable events, including changing consumer preferences and spending, new car sales,
investment decisions by automotive manufacturers, the ability of competitors (including ones
that have yet to emerge) to achieve technical advances that may have the effect of replacing
satellite radio in the dashboard and the Company’s ability to repay or refinance its substantial
debt. For this reason, the Company does not give guidance or projections more than 12 to 18
months in the future; any internal forecasting should not be relied upon for longer-term
projections of its performance.
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46. Professor Lys’s projections for revenue, EBITDA and free cash flow growth are also
at odds with the Company’s 20-year history and ignore the rapidly changing pressures and risks
that the Company faces, including those posed by the terms and amount of its debt that matures
before 2017 and the fast-paced technological advances that have led to substantially more
competition in its market. Professor Lys incorrectly assumes that the Company functions in a
static market of steady, continued revenue growth. The error of this facile assumption is
compounded by the remarkable suggestion of Professor Sidak that Sirius XM is virtually
immune from competition over the duration of the entire forthcoming rate period. Were that
only the case.
47. In just the seven months that have elapsed since my written direct testimony, new
agreements have been reached between digital service providers and automakers that will
reshape the competitive environment in which Sirius XM operates. For example, in the midst of
the direct phase hearing of these very proceedings in June, Verizon Wireless announced the
formation of the 4G Venture Forum for Connected Cars, which Toyota, Honda, BMW, Hyundai,
and Kia joined, to collaborate and explore ways to directly install connectivity into those
manufacturers’ vehicles and obviate the need for a user smartphone to receive internet-delivered
content. As part of the effort, Verizon also announced plans to purchase Hughes Telematics, a
leading in-dash technology provider. Verizon’s press releases announcing these efforts are
attached hereto as SXM Rebuttal Exhibits 3 and 4. Just a few weeks ago, it was reported that
Apple had successfully patented a remote “click wheel” that would allow drivers to operate an
iPhone from the steering wheel. These are not upstart companies, but the leading wireless
provider and electronics device manufacturer in the country, and they are moving aggressively to
provide content in the vehicle.
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48. At the same time, Sirius XM’s royalty obligations to SoundExchange for sound
recording performance rights have risen disproportionately to other expenses of the Company,
increasing some 90% since 2007. As I explained in my direct-phase testimony, Sirius XM has
been successful in cutting costs in virtually every category, including in all of its non-music
content agreements and even its royalty agreements with the musical works performing rights
organizations. Royalty obligations to SoundExchange for sound recording performances is the
only category of costs that (subject to our direct-license initiative) the Company has not been
able to reduce. Since Satellite I, Sirius XM has reduced non-music programming costs by
or

,

per year. At the same time, the Company’s music programming costs have

increased by

, or

per year.

49. Table 1 below shows actual and projected Gross Revenues (utilizing the existing
definition in the regulations) drawn from Sirius XM’s actual revenues through 2011 and its
projections through 2012. As the Company has not provided guidance beyond 2012, the 2016
figures are SoundExchange’s own projections, drawn from the Morgan Stanley projections relied
upon by Professor Lys. Table 1 also shows actual and projected music costs, assuming the
statutory sound recording performance royalty rate remains at 8%, is reduced to 5%, or is
increased to 13%, and non-music costs.
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50. Sirius XM began the term of the current license with a ratio of music to non-music
costs of approximately

That ratio has effectively doubled over the term to where the

Company expects it to exceed

in 2012. Today, for a service that Dr. Ordover has testified

is evenly split in consumer value, the Company pays

more for the music content than the

non-music content. If the current statutory rate is left unchanged from 8%, by the end of the next
license term Sirius XM would, under these various assumptions, pay
for music as for the equally valuable non-music content it offers. If the bottom end of the
SoundExchange range were adopted, even without the revenue definition changes it has
requested, Sirius XM would be paying nearly

for music as for its equally-

valuable non-music counterpart. If the current rate were reduced to the 5% rate Sirius XM has
proposed, by the end of the term, the Company would still pay more than

more for music

than the contribution Dr. Ordover believes it makes to the consumer value of its service.
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51. This result is even harder to justify in light of the lack of success both interactive
and non-interactive on-line music listening services have encountered in attracting paying
subscribers, despite offering substantially more music than Sirius XM. Pandora, the strongest
brand in internet radio with access to more than 900,000 songs, has attracted over 50 million
active users to the free component of its service, but only roughly 2% have elected to pay for a
$3.99 subscription. iHeartradio attracts 45 million unique visitors by offering access to 14
million songs over a free service with no ads and no subscription. Spotify offers access to 15
million songs but has fewer than three million subscribers worldwide to its $9 unlimited listening
tier. On the other hand, Sirius XM, with an active daily play list of less than 50,000 songs, has
amassed over 22 million subscribers at $14.49/month. Sirius XM has the most subscribers, who
are paying the most money, for access to the smallest music offering. How can one explain this?
52. Many of our on line competitors have been through our offices asking the same
question. How did you get so many subscribers? The design of Sirius XM radios and broadcast
system delivers 99.9% service availability in the continental U.S., higher than existing cellular
networks. Sirius XM’s engineering team has smoothly integrated its radios into nearly twothirds of the cars produced in North America, allowing customers to easily access the content
they want. Sirius XM’s programming staff curates music to present to the customer in a noninteractive, lean back environment; it carries a human touch not replicated by algorithms. Lastly,
the Company has invested in an unparalleled array of talk, news and sports content to bring a
unique listening experience that customers cannot replicate on terrestrial radio, online or on
smartphones. What our customers value is clearly something significantly more than just music
listening.
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Get all the latest articles, updates and announcements.
News Release

Verizon Joins W ith Leading GlobalAuto
Com panies To Establish 4G Venture Forum For
Connected Cars
For customer inquiries, please call 800-922-0204 or go to
Contact Us
June 6, 2012
Debra Lewis
Debra.Lewis@VerizonWireless.com
908-559-7512

BASKING RIDGE, NJ — Verizon today announced the formation of the 4G Venture Forum for
Connected Cars, a group of leading global automotive companies brought together by Verizon to
accelerate the pace of innovation across the automotive and telematics 4G LTE ecosystem.
BMW, Honda, Hyundai Motor Company, Kia Motors and Toyota Motor Sales, Inc. are joining
Verizon as the initial members of the Forum. Professor Sanjay Sarma of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology also joins the Forum, providing members a link to track important
advancements in related academic research. The group will collaborate and explore ways to
deliver connectivity to vehicles of all types, by leveraging open standards and discussing ways to
accelerate development of the 4G LTE ecosystem across automotive OEMs, suppliers, device
manufacturers, application developers and content publishers.
“There are many challenges to designing next generation telematics and infotainment solutions,
including supporting safe and responsible driving, advancing vehicle-to-vehicle solutions and
improving sustainability, among others,” said Tami Erwin, chief marketing officer for Verizon
Wireless. “As an innovator in the technology industry, Verizon is a natural impetus for this
collaboration, which we all expect will include other companies and spur results that will benefit
not only the industry, but millions of consumers around the world.”
Telematics is a growing opportunity that integrates telecommunications and information into
vehicles to provide functionality to drivers and passengers. The 4G Venture Forum for
Connected Cars will help discover ways to increase the value of services, ranging from
embedded cloud-connected solutions to mobile applications; help define features and explore
safety systems; and encourage third-party developers in this space.
Verizon has a strong commitment to collaboration and innovation through its Innovation
Program, and through the 4G Venture Forum, which was created in 2009 to identify and support
new ideas related to advanced wireless networks and to provide market validation for innovative
companies. The 4G Venture Forum for Connected Cars complements and extends the
approach of the 4G Venture Forum, focusing exclusively on the automotive space to address the
specific needs of this growing market.
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Verizon Wireless has the largest 4G LTE network, now available in 258 markets and covering
more than two-thirds of the U.S. population. The Forum may support and fund advancements
regardless of underlying network technology; companies will not be obligated to work with
Verizon and are not precluded from working with other service providers.
About Verizon Wireless
Verizon Wireless operates the nation’s largest 4G LTE network and largest, most reliable 3G
network. The company serves 93.0 million retail customers, including 88.0 million retail postpaid
customers. Headquartered in Basking Ridge, N.J., with 80,000 employees nationwide, Verizon
Wireless is a joint venture of Verizon Communications (NYSE, NASDAQ: VZ) and Vodafone
(LSE, NASDAQ: VOD). For more information, visit www.verizonwireless.com. To preview and
request broadcast-quality video footage and high-resolution stills of Verizon Wireless operations,
log on to the Verizon Wireless Multimedia Library at www.verizonwireless.com/multimedia.
####
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Verizon W ireless N ew s Center
Get all the latest articles, updates and announcements.
News Release

Verizon to Acquire Hughes Telem atics,Inc.
Verizon to Expand Capabilities in Automotive and Fleet Telematics and
Accelerate Growth in Emerging Machine-to-Machine Services
For customer inquiries, please call 800-922-0204 or go to
Contact Us
June 1, 2012
Bob Varettoni
Verizon
908-559-6388
robert.a.varettoni@verizon.com
Jeffrey Nelson
Verizon
917-968-9175
jeffrey.nelson@verizon.com
Kevin Link
Hughes Telematics, Inc.
404-573-5804
kevin.link@hughestelematics.com

NEW YORK and ATLANTA — Verizon Communications Inc. (NYSE, Nasdaq: VZ) and Hughes
Telematics, Inc. (OTCBB: HUTC) today announced a definitive merger agreement under which
Verizon will acquire Hughes Telematics, Inc. (HTI) for $12.00 per share in cash, or a total of
$612 million.
The transaction will expand Verizon's capabilities in the automotive and fleet telematics
marketplace and accelerate growth in key vertical segments, including emerging machine-tomachine (M2M) services applications driven by consumer trends and increasingly connected
lifestyles. HTI is a leader in implementing the next generation of connected services for vehicles,
centered on a core platform of safety, security, convenience and infotainment offerings. HTI
offers a portfolio of services through its commercial fleet, aftermarket and original equipment
manufacturer (OEM) offerings as well products and services for mHealth providers and users.
The Board of Directors of HTI has unanimously approved the transaction upon the
recommendation of its special committee, and the transaction was unanimously approved by the
directors of Verizon present and voting. The transaction has also been approved by a written
consent executed by holders of a majority of HTI's voting shares.
The transaction is subject to the expiration or early termination of the Hart-Scott-Rodino antitrust
waiting period and other customary closing conditions.
The merger is expected to close in the third quarter of 2012, and Verizon plans to retain the
existing management team and operate the new unit as a subsidiary within Verizon and
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operated as part of its Verizon Enterprise Solutions group. The business will continue to be
headquartered in Atlanta.
"We expect M2M and telematics to drive significant growth for Verizon and we're taking an
important step forward to accelerate solutions that will unlock more opportunities for existing and
new HTI and Verizon customers," said John Stratton, president of Verizon Enterprise Solutions.
"Joining Hughes Telematics' robust service-delivery platform and suite of applications with our
existing assets will create a premier set of capabilities. In powerful combination with Verizon's
global IP network, cloud, mobility and security solutions, Hughes Telematics' flexible servicedelivery platform has the potential to reach beyond the automotive and transportation realm to
create new opportunities in mHealth, asset tracking and home automation."
HTI will play a key role in Verizon's strategy to offer platform-based solutions tailored to specific
industries. Verizon earlier this year launched a new practice focused on developing telematics
solutions that leverage the company's cloud and information technology (IT), security, global IP
network and communications, and mobility and M2M technology platforms.
Jeff Leddy, CEO of HTI, said, "This transaction provides Hughes Telematics' stockholders with a
substantial premium over today’s market price of our common stock. We are proud to join a
world-class organization like Verizon which will help us continue to build and expand on our
industry-leading services. This combination represents an exciting opportunity to accelerate our
innovation of new services and global growth and to bring these services to more customers and
industries worldwide."
Verizon Enterprise Solutions creates global connections that generate growth, drive business
innovation and move society forward. With industry-specific solutions and a full range of global
wholesale offerings offered over the company's secure mobility, cloud, strategic networking and
advanced communications platforms, Verizon Enterprise Solutions helps open new opportunities
around the world for innovation, investment and business transformation. Visit
verizon.com/enterprise to learn more.
Verizon was represented by UBS Investment Bank and Debevoise & Plimpton LLP. HTI was
represented by Barclays and Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP; and the special
committee of the Board of Directors of HTI was represented by Moelis & Company LLC and
Nelson Mullins Riley & Scarborough LLP.
About Verizon
Verizon Communications Inc. (NYSE, Nasdaq: VZ), headquartered in New York, is a global
leader in delivering broadband and other wireless and wireline communications services to
consumer, business, government and wholesale customers. Verizon Wireless operates
America's most reliable wireless network, with 93 million retail customers nationwide. Verizon
also provides converged communications, information and entertainment services over
America's most advanced fiber-optic network, and delivers integrated business solutions to
customers in more than 150 countries, including all of the Fortune 500. A Dow 30 company with
$111 billion in 2011 revenues, Verizon employs a diverse workforce of nearly 192,000. For more
information, visit www.verizon.com.
About Hughes Telematics, Inc.
Hughes Telematics, Inc. (OTCBB: HUTC) is a leader in implementing the next generation of
connected services. The company offers a portfolio of location-based services for consumers,
manufacturers, fleets and dealers through two-way wireless connectivity. In-Drive®, HTI's
aftermarket solution, offers safety, security, convenience, maintenance and data services.
Networkfleet, Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of HTI located in San Diego, California, offers
remote vehicle diagnostics, an integrated GPS tracking and emissions monitoring system for
wireless fleet vehicle management. A majority owned subsidiary of HTI, Lifecomm, located in
Atlanta, Georgia, plans to offer mobile personal emergency response services through a
wearable lightweight device with one-touch access to emergency assistance. Additional
information about HTI can be found at www.hughestelematics.com.
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VERIZON'S ONLINE NEWS CENTER: Verizon news releases, executive speeches and
biographies, media contacts, high-quality video and images, and other information are available
at Verizon's News Center on the World Wide Web at www.verizon.com/news. To receive news
releases by email, visit the News Center and register for customized automatic delivery of
Verizon news releases.
Additional Information and Where to Find It
In connection with the proposed acquisition, Hughes Telematics intends to file relevant materials
with the SEC, including Hughes Telematics' information statement in preliminary and definitive
form. Hughes Telematics stockholders are strongly advised to read all relevant documents filed
with the SEC, including Hughes Telematics' information statement, because they will contain
important information about the proposed transaction. These documents will be available at no
charge on the SEC's website at www.sec.gov. In addition, documents will also be available for
free from Hughes Telematics by contacting Hughes Telematics' Investor Relations at
ir@hughestelematics.com.
Cautionary Statement Regarding Forward-Looking Statements
Certain statements in this communication regarding the proposed transaction between Verizon
and Hughes Telematics, the expected timetable for completing the transaction, benefits of the
transaction, future opportunities for the combined company and products and any other
statements regarding Verizon's and Hughes Telematics' future expectations, beliefs, goals or
prospects constitute forward-looking statements made within the meaning of Section 21E of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (collectively, forward-looking statements). Any statements that
are not statements of historical fact (including statements containing the words "may," "can,"
"will," "should," "could," "expects," "plans," "anticipates," "intends," "believes," "estimates,"
"predicts," "potential," "targets," "goals," "projects," "outlook," "continue," "preliminary,"
"guidance," or variations of such words, similar expressions, or the negative of these terms or
other comparable terminology) should also be considered forward-looking statements. A number
of important factors could cause actual results or events to differ materially from those indicated
by such forward-looking statements, including the parties' ability to consummate the transaction;
the results and impact of the announcement of the transaction; the timing for satisfying the
conditions to the completion of the transaction, including the receipt of the regulatory approvals
required for the transaction; the parties' ability to meet expectations regarding the timing and
completion of the transaction; the possibility that the parties may be unable to achieve expected
synergies and operating efficiencies within the expected time-frames or at all and to successfully
integrate Hughes Telematics' operations into those of Verizon or that such integration may be
more difficult, time-consuming or costly than expected; operating costs, customer loss and
business disruption (including, without limitation, difficulties in maintaining relationships with
employees, customers, clients or suppliers) may be greater than expected following the
transaction; the outcome of any legal proceedings that may be instituted against Hughes
Telematics and others related to the transaction; the retention of certain key employees of
Hughes Telematics may be difficult; changes in technology and competition; implementation and
results of Hughes Telematics' ongoing strategic initiatives; changes in customer needs or
demands; Hughes Telematics' ability to negotiate and enter into new commercial relationships or
strategic alliances if at all; and the other factors described in Verizon's Annual Report on Form
10-K for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2011 and in its most recent quarterly report filed
with the SEC, and Hughes Telematics' Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended
December 31, 2011 and in its most recent quarterly report filed with the SEC. Verizon and
Hughes Telematics assume no obligation to update the information in this communication,
except as otherwise required by law. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on
these forward-looking statements that speak only as of the date hereof.
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Introduction
1.

My name is Ron Gertz. I am the chairman of Music Reports, Inc. (“MRI”). I

previously provided testimony during the direct phase of this proceeding concerning direct
licenses between Sirius XM Radio Inc. (“Sirius XM” or “the Company”) and independent record
labels. I offer this rebuttal testimony to respond to certain questions and contentions raised
during the direct phase of this proceeding about that direct licensing initiative.
2.

SoundExchange criticizes the direct licenses as unrepresentative outliers. I disagree.

At the time of submission of Sirius XM’s written direct case in November 2011, Sirius XM had
signed 62 direct licenses with a wide variety of independent record companies.1 Since that time,
Sirius XM has added 23 new direct licenses, to reach a total of 85 direct licenses today. These
23 licenses are attached hereto as SXM Rebuttal Exhibits 5-27.
3.

Like the first group of 62 licenses, the royalty rates for all of the new direct licenses

are set at 5, 6, or 7 percent of revenue. While the first group of 62 licenses all signed the license

1

Those licenses were listed in SXM Dir. Ex. 14, which was appended to my written direct
testimony.

7.

As Table 1 depicts, Sirius XM has direct licenses with seven of the top 20 labels and

13 of the top 50 labels as measured by Sirius XM plays. These direct licensors not only are
prominent labels with a number of important, high-profile artists but also are labels with artists
played regularly on a wide variety of Sirius XM channels.
8.

About 5.8% of total plays, or “spins,” on Sirius XM’s satellite radio service in April

2012 were directly licensed, through a combination of the 81 direct licenses of the kind described
above in effect as of April 2012 (covering about 4.45% of the total plays), and certain additional
direct licenses and waivers that have been executed by Sirius XM, as described in the Written
Rebuttal Testimony of David Frear (accounting for approximately 1.35% of the total plays).6
9.

As Mr. Frear also describes, the four “major” record companies – Sony, Universal

Music Group, Warner Music Group and EMI – did not meaningfully respond to the Company’s
offers to negotiate a direct license. Consequently, the universe against which Sirius XM’s
success with direct licensing to date should be measured is, at most, the 41% of the market
representing Sirius XM plays of sound recordings of independent labels.7 Viewed in this
fashion, Sirius XM to date has direct licenses with eight of the 25 most-played labels and with 15
of the top 50. The direct licenses cover approximately 19% of Sirius XM’s identified non-majorlabel spins across all platforms covered by the direct licenses.8

6

These figures are calculated across all plays on the satellite radio channels. If pre-1972 plays
are excluded, then 5.4% of plays are directly licensed (3.9% and 1.5% across the two license
categories described in the text, respectively).
7

This statistic derives from the plays we have identified. I have no reason to believe that the
41% / 59% split would be significantly different among the unidentified plays.
8

Even this adjusted statistic understates Sirius XM’s direct license penetration, because many
independent labels rely on the major record companies for distribution, and thus were effectively
foreclosed as direct-license candidates. As an example, upon receiving Sirius XM’s direct
license offer through MRI, one such independent label responded: “As you know we are
distributed by Universal. It is my understanding that they are advising against signing directly
7

organizations regarding their responses to the direct license offer, and that certain organizations
and their board members were placing considerable pressure on independent labels to get them to
reject Sirius XM’s direct license offer. For example, one label stated that they would “look at
the license, but will also confer with A2IM and other indies.” This email is attached hereto as
SXM Rebuttal Exhibit 34. MRI never heard from that label again.
12. The all-out pressure tactics employed by these industry organizations – designed, in
significant part, to minimize the evidence in this proceeding as to prevailing market rates – have
gone so far as urging record companies that had already entered into direct licenses to back out
of them. Record labels Paracadute and TMB Productions, home to the well-known bands OK
Go and They Might Be Giants, respectively, entered into direct licenses with Sirius XM on or
about November 28, 2011. On approximately February 9, 2012, MRI’s licensing contact at the
labels with whom MRI had negotiated the deals – Darren Paltrowitz – asked MRI whether there
was any opportunity for those entities to “opt out” of their direct licenses. When asked by MRI
for an explanation, Mr. Paltrowitz responded with a list of issues, strikingly similar to
SoundExchange’s and A2IM’s earlier press releases,10 which Mr. Paltrowitz indicated had been
supplied by the bands’ business manager, RZO Business Management. MRI learned that
Paracadute and TMB Productions were being “encouraged” to get out of their agreements by
Perry Resnick of RZO, who sits on SoundExchange’s Board of Directors.
13. On February 22, 2012, after intervening phone calls with a representative from MRI
regarding the issue, Mr. Paltrowitz wrote MRI that he had “relayed Sirius XM’s feedback to
RZO and they – per conversations with A2IM and other folks beyond SoundExchange – stand
their ground about wanting us to opt out.” That same day, Mr. Paltrowitz sent MRI an email
10

These are in evidence as Sirius XM Direct Trial Exs. 2 and 4, and attached as Exhibit 6 to the
Written Direct Testimony of David Frear, in evidence as Sirius XM Direct Trial Exhibit 12.

9
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